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ABSTRACT An interface of our microspectrofluorometer with an image processing system
performs microspectrofluorometric measurements in living cells by digital image processing .
Fluorescence spectroscopic parameters can be measured by digital image processing directly
from microscopic images of cells, and are automatically normalized for pathlength and
accessible volume . Thus, an accurate cytoplasmic "map" of various spectroscopic parameters
can be produced . The resting cytoplasmic pH of fibroblasts (3T3 cells) has been determined
by measuring the ratio of fluorescein fluorescence exited by two successive wavelengths (489
and 452 nm) . Fluorescein-labeled dextran microinjected into the cells is used as a pH indicator,
since it is trapped in the cytoplasm but is excluded from the nucleus and other organelles .
The average cytoplasmic pH is 6.83 (± 0.38) . However, cytoplasmic pH exhibits a non-
unimodal distribution, the lower mean pH being 6.74 (± 0.23) . When 3T3 cells pinocytose
medium containing fluorescein dextran, pinosomes peripheral to the nucleus exhibit a lower
pH than those closer to the ruffling edge of the cell . The present image processing system is
analyzed for linearity of detection, light scattering artifacts, signal to noise ratio, standard
curves, and spatial resolution . The results obtained from digital image analysis are shown to
be comparable to the results from standard microspectrofluorometry . We also discuss several
other applications of this ratio imaging technique in cell biology.

During the past few years, video imaging technology has
enabled biologists to acquire information never before obtain-
able with a light microscope . Studies of morphological
changes (8, 19, 20, 44) and analyses of movement (3, 19, 20)
have been improved by video microscopy . Weakly lumines-
cent specimens and low light level fluorescence microscopy
have necessitated the use of image intensification procedures
to record the images in real time (14, 36, 39, 46-49, 52, 54) .
Computer processing of digital images from light micros-

copy has been practiced for at least 15 years (25), although
the potential has only been fully realized in the last few years.
There now exists a well developed repertoire of image proc-
essing algorithms and software packages for image enhance-
ment (i .e., weak images), image restoration (i .e ., de-focused
images) (42), and pattern recognition (i.e ., automatic cell
counting and chromosome karyotyping [6, 33-35]) . Video
processing has recently been used to enhance the contrast,
quality, and speed ofpolarization-based microscopy (2-4, 20)
as well as to quantify local fluorescence intensities (22). Digital
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image subtraction, a method used in electron microscopy (25,
26), has also been applied to light microscopy (2) . Finally,
image processing has been proposed as a valuable tool for
spectroscopic analyses of cells (38, 40, 53) .

It is now apparent that pH plays important roles in various
cellular activities (see references 18 and 30 for reviews) . A
variety of techniques have been described which measure
intracellular pH, each having advantages and limitations (29) .
The two most specific methods for single living cells are micro
pH electrodes and fluorescent pH indicators (31, 32). Flu-
orescent indicators provide good spatial and temporal reso-
lution (15, 16, 50, 51), they can be used with motile cells (15),
and can be applied to cell populations (27, 31) .
Our laboratory has used the fluorescein fluorescence exci-

tation ratio method (31) to measure pH in single, living cells
(15-18, 24) . This microspectrofluorometric approach has
been valuable, but simultaneous measurements from distinct
regions ofcells could yield valuable spatial information . This
paper describes a method of ratio imaging which generates a
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"cellular map" of cytoplasmic pH based on the fluorescein
fluorescence excitation ratio method . 2-Am spatial resolution
is now possible . The same principle ofratio imaging can also
be used to quantify the distribution of specific proteins, to
map the concentration ofvarious messengers, and to map the
interactions between molecules.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of Cells:

	

3T3 cells (ATCC No . CCL92, final passage No .
125-140) were obtained from American Type Culture Collection (Rockwell,
MD) . They were inoculated at 1 x 10' cells/culture into 25-cm= flasks contain-
ing CDME' (90% Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium, 10% Gibco newborn
calf serum [Gibco Laboratories, Grand Island, NY], 50 Ag/ml penicillin-
streptomycin, and 0 .292 mg/ml r,-glutamine, sterilized by filtration through
Nalge 0 .2-pin filters [Nalge Co., Rochester, NY]). These cells were incubated
at 37°C in 5% CO, . On the day before each experiment, the cells were plated
at 5 x 10` per chamber on Lab-Tek tissue culture chamber/slides (VWR
Scientific Co., Boston, MA) . These growth phase cells were allowed to attach
to the slide for 6 to 12 h at 37°C.

Preparation of Labeled Macromolecules:

	

Fluorescenn-thiocar-
bamyl (FTC)-ovalbumin (5 mg/ml, dye/protein = 1 .85) was prepared as
described (16), FTC-bovine serum albumin (BSA) (9 mg/ml, dye/protein =
4 .2) was a gift from P. A . Amato of our laboratory . The FTC-BSA and FTC
ovalbumin were dialyzed against the injection buffer (2 mM PIPES, 0.2 mM
ATP, 0.1 mM MgClZ , 0 .2 mM DTT, pH 6.9-7 .0) and stored frozen at -20°C
until used . FITC-dextran (average molecular weight 39,000, dye/glucose residue
= 0.006, which is equivalent to dye/dextran = 1 .44) was purchased fromSigma
Chemical Co . (St. Louis, MO FD-40, lot 28C-0037]) . An aqueous solution of
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-dextran wasmadeat4 mg/ml, pH 7 .0 . Before
injection into cells, all of the labeled macromolecules were clarified by centrif-
ugation at 100,000 g for 30 min in an air-driven Ultracentrifuge (Airfuge,
Beckman Instruments, Inc ., Spinco Div., Palo Alto, CA) operating at 23 psi air
pressure . Fluorescent beads (0 .2 to 10 ram diameter) were purchased from
Polysciences, Inc. (Warrington, PA). The chromium resolution test target (4.35
Am per line pair) was purchased from Melles Griot (Irvine, CA) .

Microinjection of 3T3 Cells :

	

Microneedles were prepared from
Omega-Dot microcapillary tubes and loaded with labeled macromolecules as
previously described (5, 16) . Microinjection was carried out on a Zeiss inverted
research microscope by applying positive back pressure to needles secured in a
Leitz electrode holder. The cells were injected in CHDME (DME without
bicarbonate but including 10 mM HEPES, 10% Gibco newborn calf serum, 50
pg/ml Penicillin-Streptomycin, and 0.292 mg/ml r.-glutamine) . The injection
volume was -5 to 10% of the total cell volume (5) . The cells were allowed to
equilibrate for2 to 4 h at 37°C in the culture medium . Only cells that exhibited
normal morphology (spread cells) and retained the labeled macromolecules
were analyzed. The FITC-dextran was excluded from the cell nucleusandother
vesicles observed by phase-contrast microscopy . Some cells were loaded by a
new bulk loading technique (McNeil, P ., F. Lanni, R. Murphy, and D . Lansing
Taylor, manuscript submitted for publication) .

Pinocytosis of FITC-Dextran by 3T3 Cells :

	

The medium in the
Lab-Tek tissue culture chamber/slide containing spread unloaded 3T3 cells
was replaced with up to 40 mg/ml 70,000 mol wt FITC-dextran in CDME at
37°C . The cells were incubated at 37°C for up to 1 h and gently rinsed five
times with CHDME at 37°C.

Microspectrofluorometric Measurement of Fluorescence In-
tensity Ratio:pH : The fluorescence intensity ratio (E489/E452) from
single cells injected with FTC-BSA or from flat microcapillaries containing
FTC-ovalbumin in standard buffer solutions were measured with our micros-
pectrofluorometer as previously described (24). The wavelengths of emission
were 520-560 rim .

Cytoplasmic pH Measurement by Ratio Imaging :

	

The fluo-
rescence intensity ratios (E489/E452) from images of single cells injected with
FTC-macromolecules or from flat microcapillaries containing the labeled mac-
romolecules were measured with the image processing system as diagrammed
in Fig. 1A . This system is a combination of our microspectrofluorometer and
a modified Hamamatsu SIT camera-Frame Memory Image Processor (Hama-

'Abbreviations used in this paper:CDME, see Materials and Methods,
Preparation ofCells ; CHDME, see Materials and Methods, Microin-
jection of3T3 Cells; FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate; FTC, fluores-
cein thiocarbamyl ; BSA, bovine serum albumin; NA, numerical
aperture ; S/N ratio, signal-to-noise ratio: DIT, dithiothreitol.
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matsu Systems, Inc ., Waltham, MA). A Zeiss 63XPlan-Neofluar water immer-
sion objective (NA = 1 .2) was used throughout the experiments. Although the
sensitivity of the SIT camera was approximately an order of magnitude less
than that of our microspectrofluorometer, the image processing system allowed
us to sum or average incoming video frames (over an area of 128 x 128 Fern'),
which resulted in typically 10 to 22 times enhancement in the incoming signal-
to-noise (S/N) ratio at the expense of data acquisition speed.

The measurement ofpH by ratio imaging was carried out as diagrammed
in Fig. 1 B. The image quartering feature of the Hamamatsu Frame Memory
allowed us to split the display screen into four quadrants and to sum or to
average (sliding average) incoming video frames into any quadrant. Further-
more, we arithmetically and logically operated on stored images in two selected
quadrants (or operated on a quadrant and a constant), pixel by pixel, and
deposited the resulting image into a selected quadrant. After each trial the
resulting quadrant contained the ratio : E.e9/E.5Z = (Cell image-background
image) excited at 489 nmACell image-background image) excited at 452 nm,
which is a function ofpH . The background measurements were taken on the
same slide close to the measured cell. (In other cell systems where the cells may
have detectable autofluorescence, the background images may be taken on the
target cell before microinjection of the probe into that particular target cell.)
At this point, the images may be photographed or stored on video tape .

Spatial statistics may be computed from images taken at individual excitation
wavelengths as well as the resulting ratio image. This involves calculations of
the arithmetic mean and standard deviation of pixel values in the area of
interest. If it is done with capillary filled with labeled protein (in vitro standard)
or with cells whose cytoplasmic pH is clamped to a known pH (in vivo
standard), then the S/N ratio may be computed. Temporal statistics were also
computed to detect any photobleaching . In addition, the absence of photo-
bleaching can be shown by switching the order of excitation ; i.e., taking a ratio
image with 452-nm excitation before 489-nm excitation and then another
image with 489-nm excitation before 452-nm excitation . The error between
the two images disappears as photobleaching diminishes. Photobleaching was
not detected under the experimental conditions used in this study .

Random "noise" appears in the area surrounding the cytoplasmic ratio map
despite apparently "clean" cytoplasmic ratios. This type of noise originates
from dividing random values of E489 after background subtraction (the nu-
merator), by random values ofE452 after background subtraction (the denom-
inator). This surrounding ratio noise may be suppressed, without altering the
cytoplasmic ratio in any way, by applying an upperthreshold function ofE489
and a lower threshold function to E452, eliminating the remaining random
residual intensities before the ratio is taken. In practice, any residual values of
E489 (the numerator) is cleared to zero intensity while any residual values of
E452 (the denominator) is set to an integer such as l . Thus, after taking the
ratio, the surroundings become zero (dark). The choice of the thresholds
depends on the intensity of the image signal and of the residual values after
background subtraction. When properly performed, this operation does not
alter the pixel ratio in the region of interest . Instead, it suppresses the ratio
values of the surroundings and aids in identification of cellular structure, the
pH ofwhich is being measured.

The excitation filter changer, image acquisition, and subsequent mathemat-
ical operations were controlled by a supervising program in the AIM-65
microcomputer. The intensities of the images produced were printed out, pixel
by pixel, on a line printer, or they were fed into the AIM-65 microcomputer to
obtain image statistics . Selected images were recorded on an NEC 3/a inch
cassette video tape (Nippon Electric Co ., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), or photographed
from the TV monitor screen with a Nikkormat camera fitted with a 50 line/
inch reticle grating (5, 20) and Ilford HP5 film exposed at 400 ASA and
developed in Diafrne.

Linearity of the Ratio E4891E452 as a Function of Radial
Distance from Optical Axis :

	

A fluorescently labeled polystyrene mi-
crosphere (diameter 10 yam; Half Bright, Coulter Electronics, Hialeah, FL) was
placed at regular intervals, vertically and horizontally, in the field of view. The
error of the ratio E489/E452 taken at particular points and on the optical axis
was measured and computed . This error was plotted as a function of radial
distance from the optical axis (data not shown) .

Although the mean error of emission intensity at both excitation wavelengths
(E452 and E489) increased with the radial distance from the optical axis, the
mean error of the ratio E489/E452 reached a plateau of approximately t6%
at 90 ram from the optical axis. By keeping the area of measurement within 60
Am in radius from the optical axis (which is -70% of the field area), the mean
error was reduced to ±3% . This error level corresponded to 0 .15 ratio units. At
present, this value is comparable to the contribution of statistical and other
experimental errors.

Controls for Light Scattering by Constituents of the Cyto-
plasm :

	

A drop of aqueous solution containing 1 .3 x 106 particles per
milliliter of fluorescently labeled polystyrene particles (10 Am Coulter micro-
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(A) Schematic representation of the ratio imaging system . The dashed line represents the epiillumination beam from
a quartz-halogen lamp and the heavy solid line represents the path of fluorescent light emitted from the sample . The excitation
filter changer is powered by a microprocessor-controlled stepping motor (24) . To achieve higher dynamic range and S/N ratio,
we mechanically attached a neutral density filter (absorbance = 0.5) (not shown) to the 489-nm excitation filter on the filter
changer . Another neutral density filter (transmittance = 25%) is inserted in the excitation path to avoid photobleaching of the
probe. The emission beam passes through the 520-560-nm barrier filter in the Zeiss epfllumination assembly to the Hamamatsu
SIT camera . The digitized video signal is then processed in the Video Frame Memory and displayed on the video monitor or
recorded by a video tape recorder (not shown) . The partial and final images may be transmitted to the AIM-65 microcomputer
for statistical analysis, or the intensities may be printed out on the line printer for manual analysis . The transmitted-light optics
below the specimen stage are not shown for simplicity . (B) Sequence of ratio image acquisition and processing . (1) The modified
Hamamatsu Frame Memory System operates in the image quartering mode with its four quadrants labeled Q1 through Q4 . (2)
Background images at the two excitation wavelengths are stored in quadrants 2 and 4 . (3) Fluorescence images of the probe-
injected cells excited at the two wavelengths are stored in quadrants 1 and 3 . (4) Background subtraction is performed. The
subtracted images replace the raw images in quadrants 1 and 3 . (5) The threshold function can be applied here to eliminate
surrounding residual values and then the ratio can be taken between quadrants 1 and 3 . The resulting image is stored in quadrant
4 . (The old contents of quadrant 4 are destroyed .) (6) The ratio image can be viewed, recorded, printed, or processed further .
The flexibility of the Hamamatsu system allows any different pair of quadrants to be used in addition to the ones shown above.

spheres) was placed in a chamber of a Lab-Tek tissue culture chamber/slide for
30 min to allow the particles to settle. Cells were then plated in the usual
manner on the lawn of beads and incubated for 6 h at 37°C . Comparison of
the intensity profiles of the fluorescent microspheres that were not covered by
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cells and the ones that were covered by cells showed no detectable difference
in the intensity profile (excited at 495 nm). The extremely fiat 3T3 cells proved
to be excellent optical specimens.
Sample Preparation for In Vitro pH Standard Curve : The
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fluorescence probe concentration was first selected by plotting the ratio E489/
E452 as a function of probe concentration . The probe was buffered by 50 mM
Tris maleate, pH 7.0, and was sealed in flat microcapillaries (50-Am path length,
Vitro Dynamics, Rockaway, NJ). This plot gave the range over which the ratio
E489/E452 was independent of probe concentration (-0.5 to 25 AM of fluo-
rescein) . At higher concentrations, self-quenching and inner-filter effects were
detected,whileat lower concentrations, theemission intensitywas not adequate
to produce an acceptable S/N ratio . Our final probe concentration inside the
cytoplasm was selected to fall in the optimal range.

Once the concentration ofprobe was selected, the labeled macromolecules
were diluted to the final concentration by 50 mM Tris-maleate buffer, pH 4.0
to 8.0 (t8, 24). The solutions were drawn by capillary action into 50 Am flat
microcapillaries and sealed with paraffin or Valap. These in vitro standard
curve ratios were measured within 15 min of preparation. Background mea-
surements were performed on capillaries filled with buffer alone.
Sample Preparation for In Vivo pH Standard Curve :

	

cells
that were measured for "resting" cytoplasmic pH were subsequently incubated
in a series of weak acid-base buffers (100 mM ammonium acetate, 10 or 50
mM Tris maleate) ranging from pH 6.13 to 7.00 for 25 min at room tempera-
ture . At pH 7.40, the cells were incubated in 30 mM HEPES buffer containing
130 mM KCl and 10 pg/ml nigericin for 45 min. Then the ratio E489/E452
was measured as described previously (18, 21, 24). The intensity of selected
vertical columnsof pixels (one-dimensional sampling) or area (two-dimensional
sampling) were displayed on the video monitor screen, printed on the line
printer, or transferred to the AIM-65 computer for statistical analyses.

RESULTS

Performance of the Ratio Imaging System

The present system takes 8.85 s to record a pair of fluores-
cent images at two excitation wavelengths with at least 16
decibels (db) spatial S/N amplitude ratio (with background
subtraction) as opposed to 1 .50 s to obtain a fluorescence
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pH calibration curve of FITC-dextran . Empty circles : in
vitro calibration curve made from 0.3 mg/ml FD-40 FITC-dextran in
50 mM Tris-maleate buffer in microcapillaries with 50' p,m path
length . Here the neutral density filter (absorbance = 0.5) was left
out to illustrate the effect on standard deviation . Filled circles:
several in vivo calibration points . Aqueous solution of FITC-dextran
was microinjected into 3T3 cells to a final concentration of -0.3
mg/ml . Both measurements were made on the ratio imaging system.
Filled triangles : in vivo calibration point obtained from scrape
loaded cells in 50 mM Tris maleate, 100 mM ammonium acetate,
pH 6.13 . Filled squares : in vivo calibration point obtained from
loaded cells in 30 mM HEPES, 130 mM KCI, 10 pg/ml nigericin, pH
7.40 . Data for filled symbols were obtained when the neutral
density filter was in place and the standard deviation was lowered.
Dashed line on in vivo standard curve represents extrapolation
beyond pH 7.4 based on in vitro data . (Inset) Comparison of FTC-
ovalbumin in vitro pH calibration curves using our microspectro-
fluorometer (square) and the ratio imaging system (triangle) . Each
pair of symbols represents measurements done on the same area
of the microcapillary tube with 50-Am path length . The Hamamatsu
Frame Memory is programmed to sum each raw image for 256
frames to improve the S/N ratio .
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photon count with 21 db S/N ratio and background subtrac-
tion on our microspectrofluorometer. The spatial and tem-
poral S/N ratios may be roughly compared if we assume a
normal distribution forboth spatial andtemporal noise, which
can be shown to be the case . For relatively bright cells, the
spatial S/N ratio may be between 38 and 48 db (16 db S/N
ratio corresponds to error of -0.10 pH unit, 38 db S/N ratio
corresponds to error of -0.08 pH unit, 48 db S/N ratio
corresponds to error of -0.03 pH units) . We also determined
the same S/N ratios from experiments performed with a
standard test target and a variable illumination source (data
not shown) .
Each pixel covers the area of 1 .0 x 1 .0 jm using the 63x

objective . For relatively dim cells (emission intensity approx-
imately 100 times human visual threshold), the spatial reso-
lution is 4 um or better as determined by the standard test
target and by the ability to resolve individual fluorescentbeads
from fluorescent bead dimers. For relatively bright cells(emis-
sion intensity approximately twice that ofrelatively dim cells),
the spatial resolution approaches 2 um for the S/N ratio
quoted above. At this stage ofdevelopment, the pH resolution
is 0.20 pH units based on the 0.10 pH unit error in relatively
dim cells with 95% confidence . For relatively bright cells, this
confidence increases to virtually 100% . These figures are valid
within a 20-jm diameter region centered on the optical axis .
Within a 120-lm diameter region, due to imperfect spatial
linearity of the system discussed earlier, the confidence is
reduced to 58% for dim cells and 73% for bright cells .

Comparison between Our
Microspectrofluorometer and the
Ratio Imaging Technique

Fig. 2 (inset) shows the comparison ofthe in vitro standard
curves obtained from buffered FTC-ovalbumin in the flat
microcapillaries using the two techniques. Although each of
the two pH standard curves is distinct, both of them exhibit
the same S-shape and are consistent and reproducible. The
calibration curve ofthe ratio imaging technique has a slightly
higher slope in the pH, range between 6 and 7 . Similar
comparisons of pH calibration curves (not shown) have been
obtained using a Zeiss 25x Pol-Neofluar (NA = 0.60) objec-
tive instead of the 63x Plan-Neofluar (NA = 1 .2). The "rest-
ing" cytoplasmic ratios in living cells obtained from the two
techniques are very close to each other .

Fig. 2 shows the in vitro pH standard curve for FITC-
dextran and relevant in vivo (cytoplasmic) pH standardpoints
obtained by clamping the cytoplasmic pH to a known value
with a weak acid-base buffer . The in vivo curve exhibits a
slightly upward translation from the in vitro curve as observed
previously (16) .

In vivo comparison of "resting" cytoplasmic ratio E489/
E452 ofthe same single spread 3T3 cells have been performed
using the microspectrofluorometer and the image processing
system . FTC-BSA solution, instead of FTC-ovalbumin, was
injected into 3T3 cells because of nuclear exclusion that
increases the S/N ratio . The microspectrofluorometer covers
a spot of 16.9 tLm diameter (area = 225 um') while ratios
within 15 x 15 pm' are averaged to give a single value for the
image processing system. Ten measurements on the same cell
are averaged temporally with the microspectrofluorometer,
while 225 pixel ratios (i.e ., 15 x 15 ,um') are averaged spatially
for the ratio imaging technique . From the three cells mea-



sured, the microspectrofluorometer gave a mean E489/E452
ratio of4.75 ± 0.15, while the image processing system yielded
a value of 4.89 ± 0.05 . The slight difference between the two
arithmetic means is consistent with the slightly different cali-
bration curves for FTC-BSA in these two systems (data not
shown) .

Resting Cytoplasmic pH in 3T3 Cells
Fig. 3 shows the fluorescent images of FITC-dextran in the

cytoplasm of a "resting" 3T3 cell . A resting cell is operation-
ally defined as a cell not experimentally stimulated by any
agent . The ratio of the two images is taken pixel by pixel to
obtain the ratio map . The cells show apparently uniform
fluorescence in the cytoplasm with no punctate spots or
vesicles. Various organelles, especially the nucleus, exclude
FITC-dextran and therefore appear as somewhat dark spots
in the bright images. The final ratio, however, shows quite a
uniform distribution of the "resting" cytoplasm and in the
perinuclear region . We have not detected any significant
difference between the cytoplasmic pH near the two ends of
these resting cells .

Fig . 4 is a histogram of the average resting cytoplasmic ratio
E489/E452 of 3T3 cells microinjected with FITC-dextran.
The average pH of all cells is 6.83 ± 0.38 . The distribution
seems to be skewed, and non-unimodal . Within the first peak
ofdistribution, the mean pH is calculated to be 6.74 ± 0.23 .

Pinocytosis of FITC-dextran by 3T3 Cells
Fig . 5 shows the pH map of FITC-dextran-containing

pinosomes in 3T3 cells . Pinosomes near the periphery ofthe
nucleus were as much as 0.7 pH unit more acidic than
pinosomes in the ruffled cell periphery .
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FIGURE 3 An example of the se-
quence of image processing steps
performed by the modified Hama-
matsu System (refer to Fig. 1b) .
Quadrant 1 shows the image formed
at 489-nm excitation after back-
ground subtraction . Quadrant 3
shows the image formed at 452-nm
excitation after background subtrac-
tion . Quadrant 4 is a display of the
ratio image without the threshold op-
eration to limit the residual back-
ground values . Quadrant2 showsthe
ratio image after the threshold oper-
ation . The spacing between two ad-
jacent raster lines is 1 .0 um .
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Distribution of cytoplasmic pH in single living 3T3 cells .
22 cells were injected with 4 mg/ml FD-40 FITC-dextran to a final
concentration of -0.3 mg/ml (shaded bars) while 37 cells were
loaded by a bulk loading procedure (McNeil, P ., F . Lanni, R .
Murphy, and D . Lansing Taylor, manuscript submitted for publica-
tion) (white bar) . The lines beneath the histogram show the individ-
ual data points on the pH scale . The area of measurement in each
cell was ^-70% of the cytoplasmic area .

DISCUSSION
pH Measurements by Digital Image Processing
of Fluorescence Images
The fluorescence ratio method is based on the pH sensitivity

ofthe excitation spectrum offluorescein (31) . It is of value in
both microspectrofluorometric (18) and flow cytometric anal-
yses (27) of cells . One advantage of this method is that the
ratio not only indicates pH, but also normalizes the data for
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path length and accessible volume (15, 16) . The present results
indicate that pH measurements can be made on whole cells
with a spatial resolution of at least 2 Am using digital image
processing on whole cells. Therefore, spatial information can
be gained during a variety of cellular processes . The validity
of this approach has been demonstrated by comparing results
of our microspectrofluorometer (24) with the image process-
ing system (Fig. 2) .
We have considered the potential problems of detector

linearity, detector sensitivity, probe concentration, and light
scattering (see Materials and Methods) . Although important
technical improvements will be possible, this approach ap-
pears to be valid . Future advances will include the following :
better temporal and spatial resolution, which will involve the
use of more sensitive detectors than the SIT camera ; improved
statistical analyses and enhancement procedures, which will
include interfacing the Hamamatsu Video Frame Memory to
a VAX 11/750 computer ; and improved graphics with the
use of pseudocolor generation . We will also approach the
questions of depth of field (in thick specimens), the limit of
acceptable light scattering, and improved statistics with
matched interference filters .
The ratio imaging technique is the method of choice for

single cell analyses . Data from whole cells are collected with
a time resolution limited only by the integration time required
at each wavelength to obtain an acceptable S/N ratio . Once
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FIGURE 5

	

pH maps of pinosomes con-
taining 70,000-mol-wt FITC-dextran in
3T3 cells. (A and B) E489 image and ratio
image of cell 1 ; (C and D) E489 image and
ratio image of cell No . 2 . Cell 1 was
incubated for 20 min at 37°C in CDME,
pH 7.25, containing 40 mg/ml FD-70
dextran . After rinses of CHDME at 37°C,
the cell was incubated in CHDME, pH
7 .4, for 10 min before observation . Cell
2 was incubated for 60 min at 37°C in
CDME, pH 7.25, containing 40 mg/ml
FD-70 dextran . The cell was then rinsed
and incubated exactly as cell A . Pino-
some images in A and C appear smaller
than the corresponding ratio images in 8
and D because A and C display only the
topmost 8 out of 16 possible binary bits
in order to show clearly the positions of
pinosomes. Pinosome i is at the periph-
ery of cell 1 and pinosomes 5, 6, and 7
are at the periphery of cell 2. Pinosomes
2 and 3 in cell 1 have a ratio difference
of 0.42 units while pinosomes 5 and 11
in cell 2 have a ratio difference of 0.34
units which are significant since the
noise for the ratio is only 0.10 units . (The
cells were positioned so that the optical
axis is half-way between the nucleus and
the cell periphery to minimize spatial
nonlinearity of the field .) In general, pi-
nosomes that are closer to the nucleus
exhibit lower ratios than the ones farther
away ; i .e., near the edge of the cells . If
we assume that the cytoplasmic stand-
ard curve is also applicable to pino-
somes, the pinosomal pH will be as fol-
lows : (1) 7 .10, (2) 7 .27, (3) 6 .69, (4) 6 .87,
(5) 6.65, (6) 6 .57, (7) 6 .61, (8) 6 .60, (9)
6 .49, (10) 6.45, (11) 6.42 . Bar, 10 gym .

the data are stored, the local processor can be used to analyze
different regions of the cell using a spatial resolution from
that of the whole cell down to the resolution limit (2 Am for
the present configuration). A "map" of pH in living cells is
therefore generated by this method . The full value of this
approach will be realized in studies ofcellular dynamics such
as cell division, cell movement, and responses to a variety of
stimuli where both temporal and spatial changes in pH would
be expected to occur.

Significance of Cytoplasmic pH Results
We report an average resting pH of 3T3 cells of 6.83 ±

0.38 . The standard deviation of pH values within distinct
regions of single bright cells is less than ±0.05 . The average
pH value is close to that reported in other resting mammalian
cells . For example, the average resting pH of murine spleen
lymphocytes has been reported to be 6.9 (reviewed in refer-
ence 10), 7.18 (12, 13), 7.22 (11), 7.00 ± 0.05 (41), and 6.90
to 6.95 (41) . The cytoplasmic pH of human leucocytes has
been reported as being 7.104 ± 0.115 (1) and 7.11 ± 0.02
(23). In human lymphocytes, the cytoplasmic pH has been
found to be 7.25 (7) and 7.31 (55) . Most experiments in this
area suffer from the fact that cell populations are used to
obtain the average pH and the probes in the popular weak
acid-base distribution technique appear to permeate all cel-
lular compartments (43).



The cells under study are not synchronized (10) ; therefore,
the skew or bimodal distribution of cytoplasmic pH could
reflect a pH change during the cell cycle. An equally possible
explanation is some kind of uncharacterized activation of
some ofthese cells by a presently unknown agent, as has been
described in the concanavalin A-stimulated murine spleen
lymphocytes (11) . It is of interest to point out that the distri-
bution of the average cytoplasmic pH of single amoebae, a
nonmammalian species, has also been found to be at least
bimodal (16) . The possible relation between cytoplasmic pH
and cell cycle is now under investigation .

Pinosomal pH
3T3 cells containing pinosomes are ideal specimens for

demonstrating the spatial information possible with our digi-
tal ratio imaging technique. The size of these pinosomes
ranges from below to above the spatial resolution limit ofthe
present system . Besides, the endosomal pH has been shown
to drop rapidly in 3T3 and other cell types (17, 24, 27, 28,
45, 5 1) . Fig. 5 shows the pH maps of pinosomes in two 3T3
cells . It is clear that there is an initial drop in pH from the
FITC-dextran medium down to the values indicated. At each
instance within a given cell, the pH of the vesicles that have
traveled to the perinuclear region are lower than that of the
vesicles located closer to the cell periphery. Other data show
that the pH of pinosomes in the tail cortex of amoebae was
higher than that of the pinosomes released into the endoplasm
(24) . More detailed studies of acidification of a variety of
endosomes are now in progress .

Other Applications of Ratio Image Fluorescence
Spectroscopy in the Microscope
The basic concept of ratio imaging is not limited to pH

measurements, but can be applied to other fluorescence spec-
troscopic measurements with the microscope . The ratio
method will yield a cellular profile or map of a variety of
parameters normalized for path length and accessible volume .
Fluorescent indicators ofother physiological parameters could
be excited at two wavelengths to produce a ratio value related
to the concentration. Steady state fluorescence polarization
measurements could be made on whole cells by generating a
ratio image from sequential images obtained with orthogonal
states of polarization . This would produce a cellular map of
polarization .
At least two other types of measurements could be made

after spectral corrections of the detector . A cellular map of
the local concentration of specific fluorescent analogues could
be made relative to a control protein using a combination of
fluorescent analog cytochemistry (53) and the ratio imaging
technique. The ratio ofthe fluorescent analog and the soluble
control protein labeled with a distinct fluorophore yields a
cellular map of the relative concentration of the analogue
normalized for path length and accessible volume (48, 49,
53). In addition, resonance energy transfer between suitably
labeled molecules could be detected by obtaining a ratio of
emission intensities ofthe acceptor and the donor (9, 47).

Fluorescence spectroscopy by digital image processing
should yield important spatial and temporal information in
living cells during normal cell functions.
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